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White paper  

WM versus EWM: Receiving and Putaway 
 

The luxury of the choice  
Since 2006 SAP has enriched its SCM (supply chain management) portfolio with a new 

warehouse management solution, called Extended Warehouse Management (EWM). EWM 

offers increased flexibility and capabilities beyond the existing ERP WM solution, part of SAP’s 

ECC (Enterprise Central Component) solution.  SAP does not see EWM as a replacement of the 

ERP WM solution, but as a more powerful alternative. Up to you to make the choice (based on 

your specific requirements)…  

 

The question now arises which solution best fits the current and future needs of your 

warehouse. This is a first in a series of SAPSTROOM papers covering the similarities and 

differences between ERP WM and EWM. This first paper will address the topic of “Receiving 

and Putaway”. Next white papers will investigate “Picking and Goods Issue”, “Internal 

Movements”, … . 

 

These papers address several groups of people: 

× The WM specialists: parts of this paper assume some ERP WM knowledge. Similarities 

and differences between ERP WM and EWM will be explained, and the new terminology 

of EWM will be addressed. 

× The Logistics and IT manager, who need to take the tough decisions and choose 

between one of the two systems. An “Evaluation Tool”, complementary to this 

document, addresses the questions to ask, calculates a score and helps to choose the 

right solution. 

 

A word on TRM (Task and Resource Management): TRM was introduced by SAP in 2002 as an 

extension to ERP WM. We do not include an extensive elaboration of TRM in order not to 

complicate the picture. SAP has indicated not to continue new developments on TRM. EWM is 

there to take the place of TRM.  
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Evaluation tool 
The decision between WM and EWM can be difficult. SAPSTROOM is working on an Evaluation 

Tool with all relevant questions to be asked.  Part of this tool is a scoring system with an Excel 

sheet. Your input is used to calculate an overall score for ERP WM and EWM. If the difference is 

significant, there is a good indication in either direction. 

The Evaluation Tool is now available and free. Just send an email to p.dessein@sapstroom.com 

 

 

About us 
SAPSTROOM is a Belgian company focusing on SAP Logistics Execution. This covers mainly the 

modules Warehouse Management (WM), Transport, Global Trade Service (GTS) and Extended 

Warehouse Management (EWM). 

Besides executing logistics projects, SAPSTROOM is a valued partner of SAP Belux Education 

where the SAPSTROOM experts teach most logistic training courses. 
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The Inbound process in different Business scenarios 
Receiving and Putaway constitute the two major sub-processes of the inbound process. Good 

practice dictates to be pro-active when receiving. This implies: 

× Receive against a reference document (Purchase Order, Inbound Delivery, Advanced 

Shipping Notification, …) 

× Store in function of the next step, generally picking for a shipment 

× Avoid the garbage-in syndrome by applying Quality Inspection 

× Perform VAS (value added services) activities during putaway if you can 

× Register deviations in real-time 

 

Efficiency can be gained in the Putaway process by eliminating all non-value adding activities. 

This implies:  

× Minimize the number of manipulations on the HU (handling unit) 

× Avoid driving an empty forklift where possible 

× Cross-dock to gain efficiency and speed 

The steps and activities in the inbound flow depend on many factors, such as the source of 

supply (vendor, intracompany shipment, production, subcontractor, customer return, …), the 

product itself (type of HU, type of storage, …), the industry (food, pharmacy, construction, …), 

the next use and destination for the product, the layout of your warehouse, the size of your 

company, … . There is no such thing as a universally applicable model.  

 

The figure below sums up some of the common building blocks to structure the inbound 

process. 

Truck Docking

Unload Truck

Receive Product

Putaway

Check-in Yard

Move to dock

Handover 

Documents

Unload pallets

Verify number of 

HU's

Sign off freight 

documents

Truck leaves
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De-consolidate 

mixed pallets

Attach HU labels

Enter real qauntities
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The ERP WM solution 

The two basic flows 

The two basic methods for inbound processing are: 

× First the IM (Inventory Management) GR (goods receipt) posting, then the WM putaway 

(see left branch below). Note that the stock is already available for sales while it can still 

be in the reception zone. 

× First the WM activity (putaway), followed by IM GR posting. The stock only becomes 

available for sales after putaway.  

 

Goods Receipt in 

ERP WM

Post the GR

Via Purchase Order, 

Production Order, Other
Via Inbound Delivery

Create Inbound 

Delivery

Transfer 

Requirement 

created

Create Transfer 

Order

Putaway and 

Confirm

Create Transfer 

Order

Putaway and 

Confirm

Post GR

(automated)

 
 

Based on a good understanding of the two approaches and local requirements one can create 

variations for these inbound process flows. For example receive a pallet from production: 

1. an automated labeler first transmits the pallet and production info to the ERP system to 

create a putaway TO (Transfer Order). A negative quantity is created in the receiving 

storage type. 
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2. The forklift driver picks up the pallet, and scans the HU label. The RF terminal displays 

the destination bin. The forklift driver drives to the destination. 

3. The forklift driver puts down the pallet at the destination location and scans the 

location identification 

4. In the background a job runs that clears the negative quantity of the receiving storage 

type by performing a Goods Receipt. 

 

Storage Units and Handling Units 

The Storage Unit (SU) is used to identify the products of a pallet, a box, … with a unique 

number. With one RF scan of this unique number, all pallet info is known such as product, 

location, … . The SU exclusively exists in the ERP WM module and was already developed with 

the first release of WM module (1996). 

In 2000 SAP developed the handling unit concept. Handling units offer more than Storage units. 

The HU: 

× not only contains the unique identification number of the pallet. It also contains the 

packaging info. 

× is cross-modular and cross-system. HU ‘s, attached to an outbound delivery, contain the 

packaging info, which can be communicated using Idoc and EDI messages to a 

customer’s system. 

× can be nested and can contain serial numbers. However, handling units are in IM 

(inventory management). The nesting and serial number info is not available in the 

warehouse module itself.  

There is limited integration between the Storage Unit and the Handling Unit. The Storage Unit 

takes over the unique identification number of the Handling Unit number. It does so for the 

highest level of the HU. Neither the nested levels nor the serial numbers of a HU are visible in 

ERP WM. It will require development, to access these data. This places also a limit on the use of 

TRM. TRM does not support nested HU ‘s. 

 

Putaway Logic 

First a storage type search and a storage section search are performed based on material 

master parameters and the storage type sequence defined in configuration setup.  

Once the storage type and storage section are determined, Storage unit type (the size of the 

pallet) and Bin type (bin size) can be matched, dependent on your configuration. 

Finally, a storage type putaway strategy is applied in combination with the bin sort sequence. 

 

 

The schema below summarizes the principles of the placement algorithm. 
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Putaway strategies 

A good warehouse implementation takes care that the destination bin is automatically assigned 

by the WMS. A putaway strategy is a SAP method to find destination location for a product or a 

storage unit in a given zone of the warehouse (the storage type). This putaway strategy is called 

on during the creation of the putaway instruction (or transfer order). Examples of strategies 

are: fixed bin location, next empty bin location, add to inventory stock, bulk storage, near fixed 

bin storage, … . 

By combining certain putaway strategies with a capacity check on the bin, a limit is set to 

prevent an overflow of the bin location.  
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The EWM solution 

EWM system landscape 

EWM can operate either in “central operations” or “decentralized” mode.  

× EWM is originally built to operate as a “decentralized” warehouse system. As such, it is 

fully integrated into the SCM platform. The CIF (core interface) interface is used to 

transmit master data and organization structure objects from the ERP to the EWM 

system. The communication of transaction documents uses the qRFC (queued Remote 

Function Call) technology.  

× In “central operations” EWM runs on the same server and client as the ERP system. 

However, ERP and EWM still communicate through the CIF and qRFC with each other 

even when operating on the same client.  

 

The advantage for the Central Operations setup is that the user can start on a central system 

and later on move to a decentralized environment, when it is recommended to operate on a 

separate server for performance reasons.  

 

Having a separate system has the benefit that performance wise, and looking at the timing 

when the system should be available, you gain in flexibility. The price is complexity. The 

simplicity of the integrated ERP WM cannot be reached by EWM. 

 

The warehouse structure 

At a first glance EWM uses the same warehouse organizational structure: Storage types, 

Storage Sections, (Location Storage) Bins and Quants. But there are important enhancements in 

EWM: 

× The EWM storage type has a Role Indicator to define the type of role for a storage type.  

ERP WM implicitly assigns some roles to its storage type. They are: standard storage, 

staging area, door, work center, yard, identification point and pick point, the latter two 

being linked to a standard storage type.  

The same roles exist in EWM, where they are supplemented by: staging area, door, work 

center, yard, … 

For certain roles, further configuration and master data is required. The very clear 

structure in the menu makes this a powerful improvement. 

Interim storage types have become much more powerful and flexible in EWM: instead 

of just having ‘theoretical’ dynamic bins (represented by the document number), they 

have become physical places! 
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× The use of storage sections in ERP WM and EWM is almost identical. A difference is that 

in EWM, you can choose whether manually, the user can put the stock in storage 

sections which are not included in the storage type search linked to the material. 

× The bin master records are more or less similar. Some differences: 

Ç The bin number identification in EWM has to be unique within a warehouse. 

Ç You can influence the number of fixed bins to be assigned to a product for a 

fixed bin storage type.  

Ç The dynamic bin does not exist anymore in EWM. With the EWM inbound 

delivery as a reference document (the warehouse document) the need for 

dynamic bins disappears. 

× The quant keeps the same role. In ERP WM, there are the four inventory quantities 

defined in the quant. In EWM only two inventory quantities are visible: the total and the 

available inventory. The inventory calculation of the quant in EWM is done by the 

Logistics Inventory Management Engine of the SCM platform (LIME). 

× The EWM fields are longer, which may enable you to set up a more comprehensive 

structure. 

 

In addition to this basic structure, EWM introduces the Activity Area (AA). A slight comparison 

for the EWM AA is the picking area of the ERP WM system. Just as the picking area is a grouping 

of bins for the picking function, EWM allows as many grouping of bins, a user wants, to define 

the different activity area. To each activity area, an activity can be assigned such as picking, 

storing, inventory count, … . A user can define own activities, which become linked to standard 

SAP actions through the definition of steps. 

 

Master data 

The EWM material master has a warehouse view, a slotting view, a packaging view and storage 

type views. These views have additional parameters to enable the enhanced or new functions 

of EWM. As far as putaway is concerned, you still find the storage type placement indicator and 

the section placement indicator amongst the steering parameters. 

 

The packaging specifications play a more prominent role in EWM. The palletization data of 

warehouse view 2 in ERP WM is replaced by Pallet Packaging specifications. There are different 

types of packaging specifications. EWM uses the Packaging Specification Engine of the SCM 

platform. Using condition technique, the HU packing (or pallet creation) checks the condition 

records to find the proper packaging instructions. 

 

The GR Process 
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As for the decentralized ERP WM solution, SAP chooses the delivery as the cut-off and 

communication document between ERP and EWM. A difference with the decentralized ERP 

WM solution is that EWM uses two inbound delivery types: 

× The Inbound Delivery Request (IDR), which is the copy of the ERP Inbound delivery and 

the changes made to it by the ERP system. There is a one to one relationship. 

× The Inbound Delivery (ID) is created based on the IDR. The ID is the IDR, enriched with 

warehouse control parameters such as the Warehouse Process Type. The ID is the 

central reference document for all subsequent warehouse operations like the 

warehouse tasks creation, the GR, the status updates … . 

The figure below shows the link between the different documents used in a classic inbound 

process.  

The GR posting can be done in 2 steps. A first GR posting takes place when the goods arrive on 

dock.  This is a GR in a temporary storage location on the ERP side. When the product is placed 

in its final bin location, a transfer posting is send to the ERP system to move the product to the 

final storage location. This makes the product available for the outbound delivery creation.  

 

EWM SystemERP system

Purchase Order

Create Inbound 

Delivery

Replicated 

Inbound Delivry 

Request

Inbound Delivery

Created

Pack Product in 

HU ós

Create warehouse 

Task (WT) for HU 

ós and group WT ós 

in Warehouse 

Order(s)

Putaway of Pallet 

and confirmation of 

Warehouse Task

Distr

GR

End Putaway
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A warehouse task can be compared to a single TO-item in ERP. The warehouse order (WO) is a 

grouping of different warehouse task such as an ERP TO groups the different TO items. The idea 

is that the warehouse order is a group of tasks to be performed by a warehouse worker. Here 

the big difference is that ERP WM does not offer much transactional support for the WM 

groups in RF. In EWM, the warehouse operator will normally be confronted with the warehouse 

order. 

 

After the confirmation of a warehouse task, the status of the EWM inbound delivery is updated 

and a message is sent to the ERP system to update the ERP Inbound Delivery. 

EWM offers the possibility to interface purchase orders to EWM, and create the inbound 

delivery request straight in EWM. 

 

In either case, EWM requires you to work with inbound deliveries for the goods that you are 

receiving (in ERP WM, you could do without them). 

 
Enhanced putaway logic 

The logic for finding the putaway bin is more or less the same between EWM and ERP WM. 

There are some enhancements. 

EWM allows the search across storage types. By using evaluation points it is possible to change 

the sequence of storage types/storage section.  

× ERP WM applies a single direction search per storage type: first fast movers, then slow 

movers of the first storage type, then the second storage type and so on. 

× EWM can work in two directions. In addition to what ERP WM has, EWM allows to place 

the product in a sequence of fast mover sections of different storage types before 

searching in the slow movers sections of these storage types.  

 

EWM also allows to mix stock packed in handling units and ’loose’ stock in the same bin. 

 

Multi-step movements 

Here EWM distinguishes itself strongly from ERP WM: 

× ERP WM is based on the single step movement. A product moves from a source bin to a 

destination bin. This movement is controlled by the “warehouse movement type”.  

× EWM can operate in a single or multi-step mode to move a product from a source bin to 

a destination bin.  

The term “warehouse movement type” is replaced in EWM by the term “warehouse 

process type”.  
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The Warehouse Process Type also has an enlarged set of control parameters compared 

to ERP WM. One of these parameters is the “Storage Process Type”. The Storage 

Process Type groups together the steps in a chain of interim storage types to be 

followed during the putaway process. This way a HU can move from one interim storage 

type to another interim storage type until it reaches the final storage type. An example 

of an interim storage type is the De-consolidation Work Center. 

 

 
 

 

× In the multi-step movement EWM distinguishes two types of storage control, that can 

be combined together: 

Ç The ‘Layout oriented storage control’ maps the physical movements of the 

product. It is used to split the process in different steps for physical reasons: 

maybe you first put the pallets on the head of the rows before putting them 

away with the actual reach-truck, or you use a conveyer or elevator…   

Ç The ’Process oriented storage control’ refers to additional processes that need to 

happen on the HU such as unloading, counting, quality inspection, packing, 

unpacking, de-consolidation, … .  

× The multi-step movement in ERP WM is mostly resolved by additional development. The 

use of the identification point or two step confirmation is as far as the standard 

possibilities go.   
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Expected Goods Receipt (EGR) 

EWM Expected Goods Receipt serves two purposes: 

× To create a goods receipt starting from EWM. The creation of the inbound delivery is 

initiated in EWM. A GR follows on the ERP system. This possibility offers several 

advantages:  

Ç Additional product being received can be processed without having first to pass by 

the ERP system.  

Ç Objects that did not create an inbound delivery in the ERP system (e.g. production 

orders) can be processed with an inbound delivery via EWM. 

In process of creating the inbound delivery via EWM, it remains possible to check 

consistency with the ERP system via a BADI or even to initiate first the ID on the ERP 

system. 

ERP WM does not need this function. The existing integration with MM or the possibility 

to create an inbound reservation or receive without reference to a document are similar 

functionalities. 

× To estimate the future inbound workload for workforce planning. ERP WM has some 

possibilities with rough workload estimates. However EWM scores stronger here, due to 

creating the EGR ID, refreshing it on a regular basis, and the condition editor and 

formula editor for calculating the workload.  

 

EWM Quality Management 

Often sampling or a quality inspection needs to take place at reception.  

EWM uses the newly developed Quality Inspection Engine (QIE) to map its inspection processes 

(sampling, creation of inspection documents, record inspection results, …). A choice of 6 

different inspection object types, relevant for warehouse operations, can be activated (HU 

inspection, Counting ID, …). EWM can use the QIE stand alone or integrated with the ERP QM 

module. Different sampling methods of the QIE can be used.  

 

Depending on your set-up, EWM can intelligently route your products to a quality inspection 

work center when needed. In WM, the integration between WM and QM was very poor, so 

here we face an important improvement. 

 

Yet, the ERP QM module is very powerful on its own. Its functions are readily available to ERP 

WM as they are running on the same client. 
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Cross Docking (CD) 

Cross-docking allows for a direct move from the receiving area to a shipping staging zone 

avoiding a final storage in the warehouse. The major advantages are speed of the goods flow 

and saving resource time (labor and machines).  

ERP WM offers limited cross-docking functionality; there is planned cross-docking and 

opportunistic cross-docking. Only full HU’s can be cross-docked. 

EWM offers new possibilities for planned and unplanned cross-docking. CD location and CD 

routes can be setup to form a network. In addition, complex routes for putaway and picking of 

HU ‘s can be setup. Decomposition of HU ‘s is possible. APO can be used for planning cross-

docking. 
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Additional features of EWM 
Slotting and rearrangement 

Slotting is the determination of the optimal putaway parameters to store a material and to 

optimize the picking operations. This is based on product and storage requirement data, 

packaging data and demand forecast. 

During the slotting calculations, EWM determines planned material parameters like putaway 

control indicator, putaway section indicator, allowed bin types and maximum quantity per 

storage type.  

Slotting is often scheduled, for instance every week in fast changing environments.  

 

Rearrangement goes one step further: EWM will propose to transfer stock if the current stock 

situation is not optimal regarding the results of the slotting process. 

 

Serial Number support 

For serial number managed products, in EWM you can specify three levels of control:  

× control at delivery item level: serial numbers are recorded only for the activated 

inbound or outbound delivery item types. 

× control at warehouse level: serial numbers must be recorded at each goods receipt and 

goods issue.  

× control at storage bin level: serial numbers are captured for each task confirmation in 

the warehouse 

When receiving EWM can first assign a provisional SN number, that will be replaced by the real 

SN number when a detailed scanning happens of each individual piece. This can be combined 

with RFID or other automation methods.  

 

The consequences are that in EWM, you can track down where each serial number is and what 

happened to it (if you want).  

 

Serial number capturing and tracking is non existing in WM. 

 

Value added services (VAS) 

If a composed HU is received it can first pass the De-consolidation Work Center for unpacking 

and creation of new HU ‘s before the putaway process proceeds. Kits can also be created 

before placement into stock. In ERP WM VAS activities are only foreseen for outbound 

deliveries. 
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Yard Management 

Yard Management is an integrated part of EWM. Transportation units and vehicles are created 

to trace the presence of trucks on the yard.  

EWM integrates Yard Management in the warehouse operations and uses warehouse tasks to 

move transportation units from a checkpoint to a parking space (mapped as a storage bin) or to 

a warehouse door, before starting the unloading process. 

A feature, which does not (yet) exist in EWM is the door and lane scheduling. Door and lane 

assignment exists in ERP Yard Management. 

 

Bonded warehouse 

A Bonded warehouse is used to store products that are not yet imported in the EU (i.e. no 

import taxes and or VAT are paid). This requires an authorization to keep stock bonded (i.e. 

under customs control). 

EWM uses Stock Types to distinguish the bonded stock as a separate stock category. ERP has 

the Stock Categories available, in quality inspection, blocked and return stock. EWM uses the 

term Stock Types to make the same distinction. In addition new stock types can be defined by 

the user. SAP Global Trade System (GTS) can use these stock types to make the link with the 

Bonded Warehouse. 

 

Catch weight 

Probably your products have different weights. However, you may also have weight variations 

within one product. Catch weight enables you to capture the weight while executing a 

warehouse tasks, and put that on the quant.   

In ERP WM this functionality does not exist. 
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Conclusion 

SAP WM and EWM both deliver value by optimizing warehouse operations and providing 

monitoring and controlling functionality. Choosing between them is not straightforward, and 

depends on required functionalities, and the size and volume of your operations. 

 

This white paper is the first in a series of SAPSTROOM papers explaining the similarities and 

differences between WM and EWM. 

 
 

 

Contact information 

For more information how SAPSTROOM can optimize your SAP Logistics Execution processes, 

please contact us at +32 9 236 25 37 or via p.dessein@sapstroom.com 

 


